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We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to 
demonstrate their highest Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate 

their understanding using those. 

Count by Fractions  
Patterns Algebra 23 Addition Subtraction 26 Fractions Decimals 15  
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PRE - ASSESSMENT 

1. Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding.  
2. Record a pattern that increases with whole numbers OR a rule for the way a pattern of whole numbers increases.  
3. Record the pattern on a number line.  
4. Record the rule for the way the pattern repeats, and use the rule  to find a missing term or the next term.  
5. Record a pattern that decreases with whole numbers OR a rule for the way a pattern of whole numbers increases.  
6. Record the pattern on a number line.  
7. Record the rule for the way the pattern repeats, and use the rule  to find a missing term or the next term. 

If you are unable to demonstrate your understanding using the models below,  
you may demonstrate your understanding in any way that you like.  

Skip Counting by 2s, 5s and 10s, Naming Multiples 

Informal Rule, Then Create Number Pattern 
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POST - ASSESSMENT 

1. Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding.  
2. Record a pattern that increases with whole numbers or fractions OR a rule for the way a pattern increases.  
3. Record the pattern on a number line.  
4. Record the rule for the way the pattern repeats, and use the rule  to find a missing term or a higher term.  
5. Record a pattern that decreases with whole numbers or fractions OR a rule for the way a pattern increases.  
6. Record the pattern on a number line.  
7. Record the rule for the way the pattern repeats, and use the rule  to find a missing term or a higher term. 

If you are unable to demonstrate your understanding using the models below,  
you may demonstrate your understanding in any way that you like.  

Skip Count Multiples, Rule and Terms Through Multiplication 

Skip Counting by 2s, 5s and 10s, Naming Multiples 

Informal Rule, Then Create Number Pattern 
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